
Accuity’s Data Helps Global Oilfield 
Services Provider Achieve Highest 
Payment Efficiency 
With operations in 85 countries and with 115,000 employees, Schlumberger needed 

to find ways to make its global payment processes as efficient as possible. Faced with 

multiple proprietary banking systems covering over 100 locations, and several banking 

relationships, the world’s leading oilfield services provider wanted to reduce transaction 

risks, improve working capital management, increase liquidity visibility and cut costs. 

Schlumberger embarked on a global project to establish a payment hub to redesign its 

payment operations and sustain company growth.

Key Challenges

 Reduce transaction risks (errors, frauds)

 Improve bank relationship control

 Automate and standardise controls

 Reduce operational costs (infrastructures 
and transactions)

 Increase STP rates (better data quality)

Proposed Solution

To ensure a complete landscape of 
global payment data, Accuity presented 
Schlumberger with Global Payment FileTM 
(GPF), which provides information on 
financial institutions in countries around 
the world including head office and branch 
mailing addresses, department specific 
contact information, SWIFT/BICs and 
national clearing codes—everything  
needed to process cross-border and 
domestic payments.
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Accuity’s Global Payment File normalises all bank data 
in a consistent structure. In addition, no other provider 
matches the unique coverage that Accuity has, 

providing local bank codes for countries throughout the world, 
including those where Schlumberger operates.
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Results

By employing Accuity’s GPF, Schlumberger is 

able to validate all payment codes within their 

payment instructions for both local and cross-

border payments to significantly increase the rate 

of payment straight through processing (STP). 

With local bank codes for settling payments in 

national clearing systems, the company can also 

leverage lower cost local payment instruments 

with greater frequency to reduce costs compared 

to cross-border payments. 

And with precise, comprehensive data on 

financial institutions around the world powering 

one centralised hub, Schlumberger has reduced 

the number of payments rejected or needing 

repair, saving significant time and money in repair 

processing and fees.

Schlumberger seeks ways to make its 

global payment processes more efficient.

Company requires global bank data to 

operate consolidated payment hub.

Accuity offers GPF, which provides 

information on financial institutions in 

countries around the world.

Company increases payment STP, 

reduces costs and gains greater control 

over worldwide payment operations.
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Benefits

Accuity’s solution offers Schlumberger 

with outstanding value by providing 

a consolidated source of global bank 

data that also:

 Alleviates the need to purchase 
and maintain bank data from 
multiple sources.

 Standardises all of the company’s 
bank data in a consistent structure.

 Expands and enhances payment 
processing data for countries 
outside of the United States 
and Canada that is critical for 
operations in places like Nigeria, 
Saudi Arabia, Brunei, the 
Philippines, and others.

INDUSTRY: Oilfield Services 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 115,000 

Schlumberger is the leading oilfield 

services provider, trusted to deliver 

superior results and improved E&P 

performance for oil and gas companies 

around the world. Through their well 

site operations and in their research 

and engineering facilities, they 

are working to develop products, 

services and solutions that optimise 

customer performance in a safe and 

environmentally sound manner.
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